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 x  ABSTRACT  Rohmah, C. N. 2018. Conversational Implicature Found In Thea Sharrock’s Me Before You Movie.English Department, Faculty of Arts and Humanities. The State Islamic University of Sunan Ampel Surabaya. The advisor: Endratno Pilih Swasono, M. Pd. Key words: Conversational implicature, Language Function, Utterances.  This research discusses conversational implicature that used by the main characters in the Thea Sharrock’s Me Before You Movie. The aims of this research are to find out the types of the conversational implicature that used by the main characters in the Me Before You movie by applying the Grice theory and the function of language that show the purpose of the main characters’ utterances in the conversational implicature by applying the Holmes theory. In this research, the researcher applied content analysis and descriptive research design. The data are taken from the transcript of Thea Sharrock’s Me Before You Movie. The main theory to analyze the data taken from the theory of Grice and to support the main theory the researcher is applying the Holmes theory in this reserach. As the result of this research, the researcher found 61 data which contain conversational implicature. the researcher finds two types of conversational implicature. they are generalized conversational implicature and particularized conversational implicature. The most frequently used by the main characters in the Me Before You movie is generalized conversational implicature consist of 18 data out of 61 data. Also there are six functions that include in conversational implicature. They are referential, expressive, directive, commissive, phatic, metalinguistic.        
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 xi  INTISARI  Rohmah, C. N. 2018. Implikasi Percakapan yang ditemukan didalam film Me Before You oleh Thea Sharrock. Fakultas Adab dan Humaniora. Universitas Islam Negri Sunan Ampel Surabaya.  Pembimbing : Endratno Pilih Swasono, M. Pd.   Kata Kunci : Implikasi Percakapan, Fungsi Bahasa, Ujaran Penelitian ini membahas implikasi percakapan yang digunakan oleh karakter utama dalam film Me Before You oleh Thea Sharrock. Tujuan dari penelitian ini adalah untuk menemukan macam-macam implikasi percakapan yang digunakan oleh karakter utama dalam film Me Before You oleh Thea Sharrock dengan mengaplikasikan teori dari Grice dan Fungsi bahasa yang menunjukkan tujuan dari ujaran yang diucapkan oleh karakter utama didalam implikasi percakapan dengan mengaplikasikan teori dari Holmes. Dalam penelitian ini, peneliti menerapkan bentuk analisa isi kualitatif dan desain penelitian deskriptif. Data diambil dari transkrip film Me Before You oleh Thea Sharrock.Teori utama untuk menganalisis data diambil dari teorinya Grice dan untuk mendukung teori utama, peneliti mengaplikasikan teori Holmes pada penelitiannya. Hasil penelitian ini menunjukkan bahwa peneliti telah menemukan 61 data yang mencakup implikasi percakapan. Peneliti menemukan 2 tipe implikasi percakapan. Tipe tersebut adalah generalized conversational implicature dan particularized conversational implicature. Pecakapan yang paling sering digunakan oleh karakter utama dalam film Me Before You adalah generalized conversational implicatureyang mencakup 18 data dari 61 data. Ada juga 6 fungsi yang termasuk dalam implikasi percakapan. Fungsi tersebut adalah referential, expressive, directive, commissive, phatic, metalinguistic.  
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  1  CHAPTER I INTRODUCTION This chapter explains about the basic of the research that includes the reason why the researcher chooses the topic in the background of the study, research problems, objectives of the study, the expectation of some target readers in the significance of the study, scope and limitation of the study and the definition of the key terms. 1.1 Background of the Study All of the people often do communicate with others in every day, they usually think more about what a person infers to transfer by his or her lateral meaning. The hearer tries to identify the delicate distinction between the surface meaning of his/her words and the real intention they made above and over what they said. In order to discover the mechanism of implied meaning behind the process of listening and speaking, Grice proposed the conversational implicature theory.  Grice stated that conversational implicature is one of aspect in the study of pragmatics that the main concern was to learn the implied meaning of an utterance in context (Grice 1975: 65). There are two types of conversational implicature: generalized conversational implicature and particularized conversational Implicature. generalized conversational implicature is a conversational implicature occur without reference to any special context. Whereas, particularized conversational implicature is conversational implicature that is derivable only in a specific context.  
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2  Besides that, there is a theory which related to conversational implicature purposed by Holmes dealing with the function of implicature based on the theory of language function(Holmes:2013). He introduces eight function of implicature based on the theory of language function classificatio. These function are referential, expressive, directive, commisive, phatic, metalinguistic, poetic and heuristic .  Many researchers have been interested in doing studies about conversational implicature who used the theory of pragmatic in the term Grice’s theory in conversational implicature. They have the same topic, but different in using the way on how to apply it. Some of these theses have each purpose to analyze. The following previous study that used the theory of conversational implicature. Firstly, Elma Tiyana (2017) has conducted a research in this field of the study. The thesis attempted to investigate Advertisements of Beauty Product and Food & Beverage product On Television. The investigations were conducted through analyzing implicature  based on the Grice’s theory and the violation maxims that involve on the advertisements. The research used qualitative approach for analyzing. The result of this study is there are 20 advertisement, the researcher has identified the data, it has 23 utterance that include in the conversational implicatureThere are 19 utterances that include of generalized conversational implicature and 4 utterances that include of particularized conversational implicature. The most finding is generalized conversational implicature. Actually this research was good in case the author explained the implicit meaning and the context clearly. But, the researcher did not 
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3    explain how many kind of maxim that has violated by the characters in the result of the study. Secondly, I’in Maratus Sholihah (2016) has conducted a research in this field of study. The thesis attempted to investigate the Airline Advertisement Slogans that operated in Indonesia. The objective of the study is to find out the types of the conversational implicature and describe the context. This study used the Grice’s theory for analyzing. The finding of this research finds 35 conversational implicature, which consists of 16 generalized conversational implicatures, 19 particularized conversational implicatures. This thesis is only used one research problem, it should be better if the researcher add one research question again, it can be about the function or the violation maxim. Thirdly, Supparawin Sommai (2013) has conducted the research that analyzing the conversational implicature and the flouting maxim in  J.K. Rowling’s Harry Potter and the Prisoner of Azkaban. This study aims to identify the dialogue of the 7 main characters in J.K. Rowling’s Harry Potter and the Prisoner of Azkaban which include in conversational implicature and violating maxim. The finding of this study are showed that there are 75 conversational implicature of the main characters. Here, the researcher identified the intended meaning of each conversational implicature to find the violated maxim. There are 4 maxim that includes the dialogue and the highest frequency is maxim quality, followed by the maxim of quantity, the maxim of manner and the maxim of relation. The researcher only show the intended 
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4  meaning without explaining the types of conversational implicature, it should be better if the researcher explains one or two types of conversational implicature to get more focused finding discussion.  The last is Asrorul Nur Muvida (2015) aimed to analyze the used of conversational implicature of the three main characters’ in the Hotel Transylvania movie. The researcher uses the Grice’s theory for analyzing the data. The method of this research is descriptive qualitative. The finding of this study are there are 278 conversational implicature which consists of 234 utterances included in generalized conversational implicature and there are 44 utterances that include in particularized conversational implicature. It can be concluded that using generalized conversational implicature is more frequently than particularized conversational implicature. Here, the researcher did not mention clearly about the finding of the discussion in the abstract. She should explain how many utterances that include in the conversational implicature and what the method that she used for analyzing in the abstract. So, the reader would be easy for understanding. In the previous research mentioned above, the researchers examine the conversational implicature and the maxim by Grice theory (1975), without discussing the function of conversational implicature. Therefore, in this research, the researcher tries to elaborate the conversational implicature based on the theory of Grice with the function of conversational implicature by Holmes. Since, in the previous studies, there are no researchers who combine both of the theory so it will complete the previous study. 
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5    Here, the researcher interested to analyze the dialogue in the Me Before You movie. This movie was adapted from the novel by JojoMoyes in 1925, which has the same title as the movie that was a director by TheaSharrock in 2016. The main actors of the movie are Emilia Clark and Sam Claflin. They are the famous actor. The movie is include in romantic drama but has the realistic ending, is not like the other romantic drama which always has happy ending and is not realistic. It shows when Louisa fell in love with William who has quadriplegia. It is about the complete loss of the legs, and very limited use of the arms and the hands. It means that William has paralyzed with all of his body. He can not doing anything with his self, he can only see, speak and feel useless with accident that happens. But, when Louisa come to his life, firstly he did not like with her behavior. She liked to chit-chat, has the style by herself but it feels weird and different with other and many others oddities that make William hated everytime. Time by time Louisa can make William interest with her, he thought that Louisa is different from other women, she is a hard worker and independent. But, the ending of this movie is William and Louisa cannot live together because Will thought that he can not make Louisa fell ‘a perfect happiness’, he fell unworthy to be coupled with Louisa, she can get more worth it than William. Finally, he decided to go through with his assisted suicide. Lou was furious but she eventually relents and accompanies him to Dignitas. This is a big moment when Lou watched the ending of the William’s life. The researcher will choose the Me Before You movie since she interested in the plot of the movie especially with the ending because it is different from other 
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6  romantic movies. This movie has the unpredictable ending but it realistic. It makes the viewer get the surprise ending. The other hand the researcher want to explore more about the conversational implicature and its function since the characters’ utterances in the movie have an implicit meaning so it can help the researcher in analyzing the implied meaning behind and the function as well.  1.2 Research Problems Based on the background of the study above, there are two statements of the problems addressesin this study, they are:  1. What are the types of conversational implicature that found in the dialogues script of the Me Before You movie? 2. What are the functions of each implicature in the contextthat found in the dialogues script of the Me Before You movie?  1.3 Objective of the Study Related to the research problems above, the research objectives can be specified as follows:  1. To find the types of each conversational implicature found in the Me Before You movie 2. To analyze the functions of each conversational implicature in the context thatfound inthe Me Before You movie 
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7     1.4 Significance of the Study This present study is significant because it will give the reader understanding about implicature especially in types of conversational analysis and the function of implicature. Moreover, this research will increase our understanding of the implied meaning in the utterance of speakers that include in conversational implicature which found in the dialogue transcripts of the Me Before You movie. Therefore, the researcher can help the reader deeper about the understanding in the study of will understand the implied meaning based on conversational implicature and the functions. It also hopes can contribute to the development of linguistic knowledge.  1.5 Scope and Limitation The scope of this research is pragmatic. In order to avoid a broad discussion, it is necessary for the researcher to limit the discussion. This research will focus on analyzing the conversational implicature that used by the main characters' utterance in the Me Before You movie. The researcher analyzes what are the types of conversational implicature and explain the function also.  1.6 Definitions of Key Terms 
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8  a. Conversational implicature is a statement, namely what might be interpreted, implied or intended by the speaker which is different from what was actually said by the speaker in a conversation. Grice (1975) b. Generalized conversational implicature is the interlocutors do not require special knowledge to know the meaning of a conversation because the context is a general conversation that makes interlocutors directly understand the meaning of the conversation. Grice(1975)  c. Particularized conversational implicature is the case in which an implicature is carried by saying a particular proportion on a particular occasion in virtue of special features of the context. Grice (1989: 37)  d. Language function is an understanding of how language works in functional terms. Holmes (2013) e. The Me Before You movie is a 2016 British-American romantic drama film directed by TheaSharrock and adapted by English author JojoMoyes from her 2012 novel of the same name . (https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Me_Before_You_(film) 
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  9  CHAPTER II REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE This chapter consists of many important aspects concerning the theoretical framework and the related studies.  2.1 Implicature Implicature is one of the concepts of pragmatics that most protruding.Implicature can be considered as an additional conveyed meaning (Yule 1996). It is a form of speech that implies something and different from the actually spoken. It can be a purpose, desire or expressions of the hidden heart. In another hand, Thomas explained an implicature is generated intentionally by the speaker and may or may not be understood by the hearer (2006:70). When the speaker and hearer are doing communication, sometimes the hearer does not understand what the speaker said since the speaker who communicates via implicature while the hearer recognizes those communicated meaning via inference.  Grice (1975:41) was first introduced the term implicature whose makes two distinctions between what are said by the speaker of a verbal utterance and what is implied. In another hand, Levinson (1983:98) adds the notion of implicature promises to bring the gap between what is literally said and what is actually said. It means that when the speaker utters something it must be understood by the hearer so the hearer makes an interpretation of what the context includes to whom, where, what, and when the conversation takes place. To make a good interpretation, the hearer should know what are the speaker actually want 
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10  to convey by making inferences so the hearer perceives what the intended meaning (Cappelen: 1997). It looks at how the hearer can give a response to the speaker’s saying. From the explanation above, it can be concluded that implicature is analyzing the activities of the hidden meaning of a speech which delivered by the speaker. This is the example below: Example: Riko : do you want to come to the Risti’s party? Rendy : I have to come to the grandpa’s house In the example above, Rendi is not actually answering the Riko’s question. He does not actually say yes or no but he said ‘I have to come to the grandpa’s house’. it includes of the implicature since the hearer does not answer directly the Riko’s question, the meaning of the Rendy’s response is he does not come to the Risti’s party because he should go to the grandpa’s house. Rendy has conveyed a meaning, intentionally without explicitly stating it. In pragmatics, Grice distinguishes between two types of implicature. They are conversational and conventional implicature. Yule (1996) states conversational implicature is a pragmatic implication that implied in a conversation. Conventional implicatures is implicature obtained directly from the meaning of the word not from the conversation principle.  In this research, the researcher will focus in the types of conversational implicature. So, the researcher more explain in conversational implicature rather than conventional implicature.  
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11  2.1.1 Conversational Implicature Grice (1975:41) said that conversational implicature is a statement, namely what might be interpreted, implied or intended by the speaker which is different from what was actually said by the speaker in a conversation. It means that sometimes what was the speaker said is different from the speaker wants. In addition, Mey stated that conversational implicature concerns the way the hearer understand an utterance in conversation in accordance with the speaker expect to hear (2001: 46). It means that the speaker has conveyed more than they said via conversational implicature while the hearer recognizes the meaning via inference. So the hearer must understand what the speaker conveyed depend on the background knowledge. Grice divided conversational implicature into two types: generalized conversational implicature and particularized conversational implicature. 1. Generalized Conversational Implicature Grice(1975) stated that generalized conversational implicature is type in which the interlocutors do not require special knowledge to know the meaning of a conversation because the context used in this type is a general conversation that makes interlocutors directly understand the meaning of the conversation. It means that when the speaker and the hearer are doing conversation does not has a special knowledge to understand the meaning of the speaker’s said because of the topic are general. In addition, Levinson (1983: 126) define generalized conversational implicatures occur without reference to any particular 
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12  features of context. It means that the way understands the meaning of conversational implicature the hearer or the reader do not need special context or special knowledge. So, it can be concluded that generalized conversational implicature is doing conversation without any special knowledge to understand the meaning. This is the  example below: Rendi : where is John? Rika : He is either at the kitchen or in the toilet. From the utterance of Rendi and Rika, there is no special context of their conversation. The answer of Rika is appropriate with Rendi’s question. It means that Rika is not sure of the actual whereabouts of John but these are her best guesses at his current location. When it does not need special knowledge is requires in the context to calculate conveyed meaning, it is called generalized conversational implicature. 2. Particularized Conversational Implicature According to Grice (1989: 37), particularized conversational implicature is the case in which an implicature is carried by saying a particular proportion on a particular occasion in virtue of special features of the context. In addition, Yule (1996) states that particularized conversational implicature is an additional unstated meaning that depends on special or certain knowledge. It is a type of conversational implicature where the knowledge is required in very specific contexts during a conversation. It means that when the speaker said something to the hearer, they have a topic which only they have understood since the hearer should 
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13  have special knowledge to understand what the speaker said. Paltridge (2006:70) said that particularized conversational implicature is derived from a particular context, rather than the words alone. It means that the hearer must understand what the intended meaning of the speaker said depend on the special context of their conversation. For example: A: Would you come to my house tonight? B: I have many works. From the utterance above, B’s response does not appropriate with A’s question. A does not say Yes or No, meanwhile he says if he has many works. B must say to A that he cannot come to A’s house because he must finish his works. This example is included in the particularized conversational implicature because the answer of B does not appropriate with A’s question. The hearer should understand the special context of the speaker to know the intended meaning of the speaker’s said. 2.2 Language Function The employment of conversational implicature has a difference of function. According to Holmes (2013) Language function is an understanding of how language works in functional terms. Language is used to perform some kinds of communicative acts with the purpose to convey and interpret meaning in communication. In addition, Halliday (1973) stated that a functional approach to language means investigating how language is used: trying to find out what purposes that language serves for us, and how people are able to achieve these 
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14  purposes through speaking and listening, reading and writing. It means that the function of language is an understanding of how language works in functional terms. Language is used to perform some kinds of communicative acts with the purpose to convey and interpret meaning in communication. Generally, people carry out several functions of language, in which these function of language refers to the purpose of using language itself. By knowing the function of language the speaker can convey some of the information and express the social relationship with others. It also gives the overt message and at the same time sets up or confirms the social identity and relationship of the people who are speaking or writing to another. So, it can be concluded that language function also has related with conversational implicature, the speaker and hearer can understand the meaning of their communication by using implicature to interpret the meaning and by using language function to know the purpose of the speaker’s said. Therefore, Holmes (2013) state that there are eight categories of speech function, in which each of those functions has its own characteristic and purpose. They are referential, expressive, directive, commissive, metalinguistic, phatic, poetic,heuristic. Meanwhile, the categorization of the eight types of speech functions will describe in the following: 1. The referential Function The referential function of language shows the condition of the speakers who want to share their knowledge or news toward the hearer. As cited by Holmes (2013:275), referential function refers to utterances 
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15  attempt to provide information. It means that this function is a purpose to the speakers who want to share their information or their report about important something which useful for the hearer. In addition, the referential function is also known as informative language function. It is about the communication of information and it is important and logic information for the hearer or the reader.  In this case, people may express observation by the report on the sensory information they are taking or have taken in. for example. “Mrs. Rina is a doctor in the Grandpa’s house”. It means that the speaker gives information to the hearer that Rina is the doctor who works in his grandpa’s hospital. This information is useful to the hearer so, the speaker must explain this information. 2. The Expressive Function According to Holmes (2013:275), the expressive function is a kind of language function which refers to the language used to express what the speaker’s mind or personal feelings. It means that the term of expression can be defined as thoughts, attitude, needs, and opinions of the speaker which is delivered in a different choice of word and intonation. Here, the expressive function is related to the addresser (speaker). It means that language is used by the addresser to express their feelings. It focused on the addresser to know a direct expression of the speaker’s attitude toward what they are speaking about. It tends to produce an impression of a certain emotion whether feigned or true.  
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16  People may express the feeling to communicate their emotions. On the other hand, people can express their needs by communicating in an instrumental way to help us get things done. These expressions are submissive to social factors and the nature of the expression as positive (e. g. I’m feeling great today) or negative (e.g. I’m very gloomy tonight). By using the expressive function for communication, the speaker can express their emotion, feeling and anything that they feel, such as: “Wow, it’s fantastic!” this utterance shows that the speaker is amazed with something that the speaker’s see. “Ugh!” this is only the simple word but by using expressive function the hearer should know if the speaker is annoyed or angry with someone or anything else. So, expressive function can show many faces expression from someone, it can be positive or negative. 3. The Directive Function Holmes (2013:277) clarifies that directive function refers to the language used as an attempt to get someone to do something. The main of the directive function is the addressee (hearer). It influences the behavior of the addressee as a response, it is more focused to the hearer. In directive function, language is used to call upon the hearer to act, think, or feel, to give a reaction in the way intended by the utterance.  It means that this function is created to give orders or making requests by using imperatives statements. The imperative sentence may express a strict demand such as saying (e.g. clear the windows). In this utterance, the speaker wants hearer to clear the table. Or it can seem less demanding by adding the word 
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17  “please” to produce more polite utterances, such as (clear the windows, please), “shut up!”, “please help me!”, open the door please!” and the other requests. In this case, it can be concluded that directive function is how the language used to control, which consists of demanding an action, the suggestion in action, requesting an action. It is related in how the purpose of the speaker’s utterance. 4. The commissive Function Holmes (2013:276) regarded that the commissive function refers to the speaker intends to commit themselves to do something in the future. Commissive express what the intended by the speaker such as, promise threat, bets. Nevertheless, each category has its distinctive characteristics. Such as the precise words uttered at particular points are crucial for a wedding ceremony. So it is possible to add a variety of further categories which may prove useful and illuminating for particular analyses. The commissive function is how the people commit themselves to do something in the future. For example “I promise, I will come to your graduation party with my soulmate”. In this utterance, the speaker commits herself to come to the graduation party with his soulmate. “you will get a punishment if you do not come to my party” this utterance is included in threat. It shows that the addressee will give the punishment if she does not come to the party.   
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18  5. The Phatic Function According to Holmes (2013:275), phatic utterances express solidarity and empathy with others. It reveals that the condition of how the speakers show their sociability toward the hearer. It also can be known as a function of language that commonly used in everyday interaction includes greetings, compliments, gossip, etc. this function has equally important in sociolinguistic perspective. By using the phatic function, the communication conveys an effective or social message. In this function, language is not only used to convey the information but also explain the information about social relationships.  For example, when two stranger are met and one of them say, “Hi, how are you, its cold!” the speaker is indicating a readiness to be friendly and talk. The speaker is easy to talk to someone else although they have not been met before. It shows the phatic function in social relationship to express solidarity. 6. The Metalinguistic Function Holmes (2013:275) stated that metalinguistic function refers to the utterances comment on language itself or it used to describe parts of language such as grammar, or words that describe language itself. This function plays an important role in everyday language. Therefore the speaker and the hearer need to check up whether they used the same code. For example “I don’t like you” – “what do you mean?” the hearer asked. This function is focussed on the code of the utterances, to clarify the speaker said or to renegotiate. The metalinguistic function is also 
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19  predominant in questions like “sorry, what did you say?” where the code (message) is misunderstood and need to clarify or correction. This function informs about the code that is conveyed. So, by using the metalinguistic function the hearer should ask the clarify of the speaker said to clear the message without any misunderstanding. This function often used the question to clarify the utterance of the speaker. 7. The Poetic Function According to Holmes (2013:275), the poetic function is the utterances of language that focused on the aesthetic features of the language. It means that how the speakers produce the utterances by using any kind of word plays to make the aesthetics in the word itself. It includes the use of linguistic features such as a poem, rhyming, words, an-ear catching motto, alliteration. The utterance of poetic function focused on aesthetic features of the language. The word poetic does not refer to the ability which only writes a poetry but also the ability to manipulate language in a creative way. Poetic can use of jokes with word and meanings simply for joy. For example: “Fred’s friend fride Fritos for Friday’s food” and in the advertising slogan “Beanz meanz Heinz” this slogan it means ‘if you are buy bean, automatically you will naturally buy Heinz’ this slogan include an aesthetic feature of the language to persuade the reader for buying the product.   
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20  8. The Heuristic Function  Holmes (2013:276) argued in his book that Michael Halliday identified a function of language which is concerned with learning. This function was labeled by Halliday as heuristic and also glossed as the ‘tell me why’ function. The need of this function arose from the study of children language acquisition in which language is used to learn and discover. For example, “What is the function of the tractor?” it shows that language is used to learn anything that they want to know. 2.3 Context  Context is an important aspect of interpreting the meaning of an utterance. According to Leech, context deals with a relevant aspect of the physical or social setting of an utterance. It is the background of knowledge, which is shared by the speaker and the hearer in understanding the utterance (1983:13). Therefore, the context has many contributions in spoken and written language. It functions to help the speaker and the hearer or the writer and the reader deliver and to understand the meaning of an utterance. In addition, context is knowledge of the word outside of the language which people use to interpret. It means that by using context the hearer will know what the speaker wants because the speaker has the intended meaning more than they said. The participant should use the context as a background knowledge to understand the meaning of the speaker said and also to avoid misunderstanding between the speaker and the hearer (Bahar: 2013). 
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21  From the statement above, it can be concluded that speech context is all aspects of speaking, whether social or physical including the speech, time, place, social environment, political condition, etc. Then, context is a set of propositions describing the beliefs, knowledge, and commitments of the participant in a discourse in order to understand the meaning of an utterance.  Since the researcher is investigating the use of language in context by the speaker, so it is more concerned with the relation between the speaker and utterance on the particular occasion of use. During the process of communicating with other, it is necessary to be polite, so the speaker context will be delivered completely. If the speaker context will be delivered, it will satisfy the hearer, so their communicating is running well. 2.4 The Me Before You Movie The Me Before You movie is an enjoyable film. This movie was adapted from the novel by Jojo Moyes in 1925, which has the same title as the movie that was a director by Thea Sharrock in 2016. The main actors in the movie are Emilia Clarke and Sam Claflin. They are the famous actor. The movie is included in romantic drama but has the realistic ending, is not like the other romantic drama which always has a happy ending and is not realistic. Acces from (http://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/me_before_you_(2016_film) It shows when Louisa fell in love with William who has quadriplegia. It is about the complete loss of the legs and very limited use of the arms and the hands. It means that William has paralyzed with all of his body. He can not do anything 
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22  with his self, he can only see, speak and feel useless after an accident that happens. But, when Louisa come to his life, firstly he did not like with her behavior. She liked to chit-chat, has the style by herself but it feels weird and different from other and many others oddities that make William hated every time.  Time by time Louisa can make William interest with her, he thought that Louisa is different from other women, she is a hard worker and independent. But, the ending of this movie is William and Louisa cannot live together because Will thought that he can not make Louisa fell ‘a perfect happiness’, he fell unworthy to be coupled with Louisa, she can get more worth it than William. Finally, he decided to go through with his assisted suicide. Lou was furious but she eventually relents and accompanies him to Dignitas. This is a big moment when Lou watch the ending of the William’s life.      
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  23  CHAPTER III RESEARCH METHODS In this part, the researcher will discuss the way of processing and analyze the data in this research. There are some points of the section such as research design, data collection includes data and data sources, instrument and technique of data collection and data analysis. 3.1 Research Design In conducting this research, the researcher adopted content analysis in this research. Creswell (2014) stated that content analysis is a research tool used to determine the presence of certain words or concepts within texts or sets of texts. Texts can be defined broadly as books, book chapters, essays, interviews, discussions, newspaper headlines and articles, historical documents, others. To conduct a content analysis on any such text, the text is coded or broken down, into manageable categories on a variety of level word, word sense, phrase, sentence, or theme and then examined using one of content analysis. 3.2 Data Collection 3.2.1 Data and Data Sources The data source of this research will be taken from the transcript of the Me Before You movie. While the data of this research was taken from the utterances of the main characters that the researcher find in the Me Before You movie. 
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24  3.2.2 Instruments Research instrument is very important to obtain the data of the research. According to Mukhtar (2013: 109) that ourselves is an instrument or tool of direct observation, because all sense of researcher is essentially a tool of observation. It means that in this research the instrument was the researcher herself by finding, identifying, classifying, and analyzing the conversational implicature in utterances which produced by the main characters’ utterances in the Me Before You movie. 3.2.3 Techniques of Data Collection The data in this research will be taken from the utterances which consist of words, phrase, and sentence that expressed by all of the characters in the Me Before You movie. There are some steps that the researcher applied in collecting the data: 1. The researcher downloads the Me Before You movie from the official website. (http://lk21.com//me-before-you-movie-2016) 2. The researcher searched and download the transcript of the movie from the official website (http://www.docfoc.com/me-before-you-movie-script-subtitles) 3. The researcher watched the Me Before You movie altogether read and get an understanding in the content of the transcript. 4. Selected the data from the transcripts of the utterances of the main characters that include in the conversational implicature.   
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 3.3 Data Analysis After the process of the data collection has been completed, the researcher does several activities to analy1. Identifying  In this partcharacters, which include inresearcher gives the comment of which includesFigure 1      PCI= Particularized conversational implicature2. Classifying  The researcher classified every utterance which produced by the main characters in the Me Before Youmovie based on the types of ze the data. The researcher does several steps: the researcher identified the utterances of the main the types of conversational implicature. The the utterances of the main characters the types of conversational implicature. .1 example of giving comment of the utteran 25   ces 
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26  conversational implicature. In order to make the classification and analysis of the data in this research easier, each utterance is marked with a code. The coding of data in this research can be seen in the following ways: Codes for conversational implicature: a. Generalized Conversational Implicature (GCI) b. Particularized Conversational Implicature (PCI) Codes for Language Function: a. Referential Function (RFT) b. Expressive Function (EPV) c. Directive Function (DRC) d. Commisive Function (CMV) e. Phatic Function (PHTC) f. Metalinguistic Function (MLC) g. Poetic Function (PTC) h. Heuristic Function (HRC)   
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27  Note: p.142 (35)= page 142 data 35 3. Interpreting In this research, the researcher made an interpretation of the main characters’ utterances which contain conversational implicature. The researcher shows the intended meaning of the main characters’ utterances in the Me Before You movie to answer the research problem number 1.  Here the example below, it was taken from data number 1: Will : Your scraf. Louisa : The scraf?why? Will : If you’re going to wear a dress like that, Clark. You have to wear it with confidence  This conversation happens when Louisa and Will want to go date. Louisa has a ticket to show the classical music, she knows that Will likes a classical music. She hopes Will be happy to show this performance. She just wants to make Will entertained since he knows his girlfriend married  No CHARACTERS IMPLICATURE DATA TOTAL   1.    William  GCI p. 142 (35)   PCI      2.    Loisa  GCI      PCI   Total  
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28  his friend. She prepares it well. She wants to make Will satisfied with her appearance. By wearing a red dress and her scraft to cover up the thorax. She looks so beautiful.  This conversation includes in generalized conversational implicature because when Will said “If you’re going to wear a dress like that, Clark. You have to wear it with confidence”, Louisa directly understand and lose her scraft, she has to confidence with appearance without the scraft. It means that this dialogue does not need a special context to understand. Then, two answers the research question number 2, the researcher make the table below to know the detail of the data. Here, the table below: No CHARACTERS IMPLICATURE FUNCTIONS DATA TOTAL         1.         William    GCI  EPV   DRC   RFT P.206(52)  MLC   CMV   PTC   PHTC   HRC      PCI EPV   DRC   RFT   MLC   CMV   PTC   PHTC   HRC      
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29          2.         Loisa    GCI  EPV   DRC   RFT   MLC   CMV   PTC   PHTC   HRC      PCI EPV   DRC   RFT   MLC   CMV   PTC   PHTC   HRC    Here, the example of analysis the language function is taken from data number 1: Will : You are pretty much the only thing that makes me want to get up in the morning. Louisa : Then, let’s go somewhere, anywhere in the world. Just you and me  This data above is included in generalized conversational implicature by applying the referential function. The Will’s utterance shows that he wants to share the statement that has the influenced to the hearer (Louisa). He gives the information if Louisa is the only girl who can make he get up in the early morning. 
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  30  CHAPTER IV FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION This chapter contains the findings and analysis of conversational implicature used by the main characters in the Me Before You movie. The researcher analyzes the data of conversational implicature. In doing the analysis, first, the researcher tries to identify the conversational implicature that used by the main characters in the Me Before You movie. Second, the researcher classifies the data based on the types of conversational implicature that appeared in the dialogue. The last is the researcher explains the function based on the data above. In this research, the researcher use the theory of conversational implicature by Grice and the function by Holmes. 4.1 Findings The findings of this research are divided into two parts according to the research problem. The first is the researcher discovered some of two conversational implicature, such as: generalized conversational implicature and particularized conversational implicature which are uttered by the main characters. The second is the researcher shows the function of the conversational implicature of the main characters found in the Me Before You movie. 4.1.1 Types of  Conversational Implicature In this section, the researcher finds 61 data containing conversational implicature suggested by Grice theory. There are two types of the implicature, 
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 they are generalized conversational implicature and particularized conversational implicature.  Based on the result of data analysis on two main characters’ uttthere are some conversational implicature attached to them. Those implicature are categorized based on the utterances that include on Louisa and Will as the main characters. Here, the chartimplicature which present i          Figure 1: Types of Conversational implicature of the main characters’ utterance below shows the data of two types of conversational n total number of each other.  31 erances, 
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32  From the data shown in figure 1, there is 61 conversational implicature of some conversation that has done by two characters in the Me Before You movie. They are Louisa and Will, both of them have two types of conversational implicature, generalized conversational implicature, and particularized conversational implicature. Among all of the characters, Louisa has the highest number, it is about 35 out of 61, which is consisting of 18 data of generalized conversational implicature. Then, in the particularized conversational implicature, the researcher finds 17 data. Whereas, the last is Will has 26 out of 61 data. It contains 13 data of generalized conversational implicature, then in the particularized conversational implicature, the researcher finds 13 data.  The researcher shows the first chart above about the whole conversational implicature used by the main characters in the Me Before You movie. It is to know which implicature are mostly used by the main characters while they are doing communicate with others. To show more specific data which the main characters mostly used in conversational implicature can be seen in the table below.  
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33  Note: p.92 (16)= page 92 data 16  As seen in the table above, it shows that the dominant uses of conversational implicature are by Louisa with the total 35 data, which are the 18 data is include in generalized conversational implicature and the 17 data is include No CHARACTERS IMPLICATURE DATA TOTAL         1.         William   GCI p.92(16), p.90(13), p.90(14), p.142(35), p.191(49), p.227(55),  p. 32(2), p.62(8), p.182(45), p.206(52), p.260(62), p.121(31), p.241(58) 13    PCI p.181(44) p.63(9), p.65(10), p. 147(39), p.253(61), p.40(5), p.96(20), p.175(43), p.188(48), p.102(25), p.109(28), p.100(23), p.162(40) 13     2.     Loisa     GCI   p. 35(3), p. 60(7), p.74(11), p.95(19), p.136(33), p.173(42), p.186(47), p.232(56), p.242(59), p.86(12), p.96(21), p.145(38), p.219(54), p.246(60), p.137(34), p.92(15), p.93(17), p.101(24) 18   PCI p. 38(4),  p.98(22), p.115(29), p.145(37), p.172(41),p.203(51), p.108(27), p.145(36),    p. 17(1), p. 46(6),  p. 94(18), p.184(46), p.194(50), p.236(57), p.103(26) p.116(30), p.121(32)  17 
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34  particularized conversational implicature. Whereas the last is Will, with 26 data, they are 13 data is included in generalized conversational implicature and 13 data also is include particularized conversational implicature. 4.1.1.1 Generelized Conversational Implicature  Grice (1975) stated that generalized conversational implicature is type in which the interlocutors do not require special knowledge to know the meaning of a conversation because the context used in this type is a general conversation that makes interlocutors directly understand the meaning of the conversation. When the speaker and the hearer are doing communication does not have a special knowledge to understand the meaning of the speaker’s said because of the topic in general. Here the researcher uses five data to be interpreted. Datum 1 The first excerpt is taken from data number 35 (page 142) Will : Your scraf. Louisa : The scraf?why? Will : If you’re going to wear a dress like that, Clark. You have to wear it with confidence  This conversation happens when Louisa and Will want to go date. Louisa has a ticket to show the classical music, she knew that Will liked a classical music. She hoped Will would be happy to show this performance. She just wants to make Will entertained since he knew his girlfriend married his best friend. She prepares it well. She wants to make Will satisfied with her appearance. By 
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35  wearing the red dress and her scraft to cover up the thorax. She looked so beautiful.  This conversation includes in generalized conversational implicature because when Will said “If you’re going to wear a dress like that, Clark. You have to wear it with confidence”, Louisa directly understand and lose her scraft as Will said before. She directly obeys the request of Will. she has to confidence with appearance without the scraft. It means that this dialogue does not need special context to understand. Datum 2 The second excerpt is taken from data number 3 (page 35) Nathan : But, there’s timetable here, so you can see what he has, when. Louisa : I have to handle drugs? Nathan : Blood-pressure meds to raise it in the morning when he gets up.  This is the first day for Louisa to do a job. Nathan, who save Will for two years. he knew anything about Will so he would explain all about the activity that should be done by Louisa. Nathan said that he is not always saving for Will a whole day because he has more patients in other places. So, Nathan asked Louisa to do a good job of caring for Will. He gives the timetable of the medicine (drugs) of Will. He asked Louisa to understand well. When Louisa said  “I have to handle drugs?” it means that she never handle anything about drugs, she does not know drugs ever. This dialogue is easy 
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36  to understand, Nathan can understand the dialogue of Louisa when she sees his expression. Louisa gets surprised when Nathan asks her to handle the drugs of Will by seeing the timetable, she is afraid to do it. By saying it, Nathan directly understands and he appeased her and explain that she can ask Nathan if she did not know the drugs by phone. So, this conversation is included in generalized conversational implicature. Datum 3 The third excerpt is taken from data number 16 (page 92) Louisa   : Will, can I ask you something? Will   : I suspect you’re going to Louisa   : What happened? Will : My mother didn’t tell you?it’s her favorite story. Some sort of traffic accident.... Louisa : Yeahh, it’s a motorbike? You were riding a motorbike?  At the time Will in serious condition, he got the fever. Louisa felt panic, she was confused, what should she did. she tried to call Nathan every time but nothing. She tried to calm of Will. She talked to him, but Will was not attentive. After that Nathan came back, he can cure for Will until he has been better. Louisa accompanied Will at the night, she made a conversation to build a good relationship. Started with the dialogue about the traffic accident of Will. She asked “what happened?” but will answer with a bored face.  Will said “My mother didn’t tell you? it’s her favorite story. Some sort of traffic accident....” it means that Will is bored with these question. Will is 
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37  really sure his mother always explains about the accident whichever happened by Will to every person. It is like a fairy tale of his mother who likes to tell all of that accident. This dialogue is included in generalized conversational implicature because the hearer directly understands what Will said, it can be seen in the answer of Louisa. It shows that his mother ever tells about the accident but not all of it. So she wants to know more by asking the Will. Datum 4 The fourth excerpt is taken from data number 17 (page 93 ) Will  : Some sort of traffic accident...Motorbike Louisa  : You were riding a motorbike? Will  : The bike hit me Louisa : Sorry, sorry, I’m being chatty again  Will  : No, it’s okay This situation showed that Louisa was really curious about the condition of Will, she tried to get information from Will because Ny.traynor didn’t explain clearly about the accident. She always asked what she wants to know, she liked doing an interview, she asked Will some question. Will answer all of the questions from Louisa with perforce. Actually, he has bored to receive those question.  After Will answers the question of Louisa, she said “Sorry, sorry, I’m being chatty again and you need to rest”this conversation includes in generalized conversational implicature because at the last time, when Louisa got the job to save the life of Will. She has an agreement will not chatty every time 
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38  because Will does not like the girl who likes to talkative. So Louisa said sorry when she has really talkative with Will and it can show from the answer of Will he said “No, it’s okay”. It means Will directly understand what Louisa means. This dialogue does not need particular context to understand the speaker said. Datum 5 The fifth excerpt is taken from data number 52 (page 206 ) Will : Do you know something Clark? You are pretty much the only thing that makes me want to get up in the morning. Louisa : Then, let’s go somewhere, anywhere in the world. Just you and me Will : What did you say, Lou? Louisa : Say yes Will Will : Go on.  This is happen when Louisa and Will held in the wedding of Alicia who was the ex girl friend of Will, she married with his best friend. He came to the party with Louisa. He was really strong because the motivation of Louisa, he tried to look as cool as man who came to the wedding with his couple. He became a lucky man because of Louisa accompanied her to the ex girl friend’s wedding.  He gives the praises to the Louisa by saying “Do you know something Clark? You are pretty much the only thing that makes me want to get up in the morning.” It means that he really become a lucky man by having Louisa in his life. This conversation is included in the type of generalized conversational implicature because the dialogue has the general context and it easily understands by Louisa. It can be seen in the responses of Louisa, she gives the enthusiastic 
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39  response. By knowing the response of Louisa, he feels like has a new life and has the motivation to live because of Louisa. He thinks that Louisa is the only woman who can make his life such a normal people. He wants to give the information to the Louisa if she can make his life better than before. 4.1.1.2 Particularized Conversational Implicature According to Grice (1989) particularized conversational implicature are case in which an implicatures is carried by saying a particular proportion on a particular occasion in virtue of special features of the context. Particularized conversational implicature is derived from particular context, rather than the words alone. It means that the hearer must understand what the intended meaning of the speaker said to depend on the special context of their conversation. Here, the researcher takes five data that include in this strategy. Datum 6 The sixth excerpt is taken from data number 1 (page 17 ) Ny. Traynor : Do you have any experience with quadriplegia Louisa : Em, no. Ny. Traynor : We are talking about complete loss of the legs, and very limited use of the arms and the hands. Would that brother you? Louisa :  I think, I would more brother him, obviously.  When Louisa want to apply to be the sitter for Will, the only son of Ny. Traynor. He came to the Ny. Traynor's house for doing the interview, when she arrived at the home, Ny.traynor directly started the interview. The beginning of the conversation is about introducing then Ny. Traynor told the condition of Will 
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40  about his illness, he has quadriplegia it is about a complete loss of the body. Then Ny.Traynor asked the question to Louisa “would that bother you?” Then Louisa answered with “I think, I would more brother him obviously.”  This conversation above shows that the dialogue of Louisa is include of particularized conversational implicature because Louisa does not appropriate when she answers the question of Ny.Traynor, she said “I think, I would more brother him obviously.” it should be Louisa said yes or no to answer the question of Ny. Traynor but she said in another word, it means she wants to say that her son, Will is more disturbing than her, because of her attitude and her garrulous.. Datum 7 The seventh excerpt is taken from data number 39 (page 147 ) Will : So you’re not classical music person, then? Louisa : Hated every minutes, especially during that oboe solo. There was something in my eye Will : Yeah... Louisa : Right, we’d better get you in Will : Wait a minute, Clark. Louisa : Are you okay? Will : I just want to be a man who has been to a concert with  a girl in a red dress. Just a few minutes more. Louisa and Will have been come from their date, after showing the classical music performance. They went home at night, they have an intimate conversation about the performance of the car before they came in a home. Louisa told that she was really hated with classical music. Then, Louisa asked Will to 
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41  come in a home but he refused it by saying “I just want to be a man who has been to a concert with  a girl in a red dress. Just a few minutes more.”  This utterance of Will is included in particularized conversational implicature since the statement of Will is has a request behind Will’s said. This dialogue is needed particular context to understand by Louisa. When Will said “I just want to be a man who has been to a concert with a girl in a red dress. Just a few minutes more.” It means that he is okay but he just wants to be longer with her in the car after having the date. He does not want like a weak man. He wants to look like a gentleman who has been to the concert with a sweet girl. He asks Louisa to stay with him just for a few minutes.  Datum 8 The eighth excerpt is taken from data number 41 (page 172)  Will : There’s something for you in my bag as well  Bernard : You give present for Lou. That’s very kind of you  Josie : Yeah, He is very kind  Will : Do you like it Lou?  Louisa : Oh, no! Oh my God! I don’t believe it!  Will got the invitation from Louisa’s family to come home to hold the dinner for Louisa’s birthday. Will accepted this invitation and came to Louisa’s house. he was greeted very loudly by Louisa’s parents. It made Will nervous. They held dinner first before holding the birthday’s party. At the midnight Louisa’s parents gave the surprise for their daughter by giving a cake and memorizing picture of Louisa’s childhood, then Will also gave a present for 
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42  Louisa in his bag, after accepting the present of Will, Louisa said loudly Oh, no! Oh my God! I don’t believe it!”   The dialogue of Louisa is not appropriate with Will’s question, it is the particularized conversational implicature when Will asked “Do you like it Lou?” she should be said yes or no. As can be seen in the dialogue above Louisa said “Oh, no! Oh my God! I don’t believe it!”. The hearer should understand Louisa’s answer by seeing the expression. She gives the happiest face, she is really happy when she gets the present of Will. It is the best pair of tights. She directly wears it, he knows that Louisa really likes tights since she child. Louisa is really getting present surprise on her birthday, the Will’s present is really worth it than the others. Datum 9 The nineth excerpt is taken from data number 25 (page 102 ) Will : Where did you pick up your exotic tastes? Louisa : what do you mean by that? Will : It can’t be from around here Louisa : Why not? Will : People here think excitement is a new. “Please be quiet” sign going up  in the library. You should be out there, claiming the wold as your own Louisa : I like my life and you like everything, I’m happy here. Will was really interested in the style of Louisa. Her style was different from other. She has exotic tastes. They build this conversation to make the close 
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43  relationship. Will was attracted to Louisa. He asked continually about the favorites of Louisa. What did she like, why she likes it, and from where she got the taste. He wants to know well not only about the style but also the Louisa’s life. This conversation on Will needs the special context to understand. It is include particularized conversational implicature. Louisa should know the intended meaning of the Will’s said by having the background knowledge about their dialogue. Will said “People here think excitement is new. “Please be quiet” sign going up in the library.” It means that Will is interested with the style of Louisa, he thinks that Louisa has a unique style. He believes that Louisa cannot get the exotic taste from their circumstance because Will said that people from here only think that if they have obeyed the rule in the world, they would be happy. The people here argue that if we want to be happy we must have the rule or target for our life. Like what Will’s said in the dialogue above, he draws like sign at the library “Please be quiet”, if everyone has silent so they will be calm. But, Will didn’t agree with the statement. He thinks that happiness is simple not too complicated. Everyone has their happiness not only depend on the rules in the world. Dantum 10 The tenth excerpt is taken from data number 37 (page 145 ) Louisa : Is everything okay? Will  : Actually no, there’s something digging into my collar. Louisa : Oh, It’s a tag. Have we got any scissors in the bag? Will  : I don’t know Clark 
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44  Louisa : Believe it or not I rarely pack it myself. Will  : Are you okay? Louisa : Got it. We should just be grateful it wasn’t in your trousers   Will and Louisa have a date to show the classical music performance. When the performance started, Will has the problem with his clothes, he felt like there was something in his neck. Then, Louisa tried to look into his neck. She looked any a tag in his collar. Will felt uncomfortable with this situation. He wants Louisa to get the solution to his problem. Louisa tried to get any scissors in the bag but nothing. Finally, she put the tag by herself.  When Louisa said “Got it. We should just be grateful it wasn’t in your trousers”, it needs special context to understand the meaning, it is included in the types of particularized conversational implicature. The hearer should know the Louisa’s said. When Will said “Are you okay?” Louisa should answer yes or no then give the reason but in the dialogue above, as can be seen, if Louisa answers with the other statement, and it must be understood by Will because it needs background knowledge. The statement of Louisa it means that she asks Will to well prepare before he comes to the concert. She bites the tag of Will’s neck, she worries if she finds the tag in his trousers, she is impossible to bite it in the public because there is no scissors in the bag.   
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45  4.1.2 Language Function  The employment of conversational implicature has a different function of language. According to Holmes Language function is an understanding of how language works in functional terms. Language is used to perform some kinds of communicative acts with the purpose to convey and interpret meaning in communication. By using language function, the hearer will know the purpose why the speaker said. There are eight functions, they are referential, expressive, directive, commissive, metalinguistic, phatic, poetic, heuristic. Here, the table below shows that the researcher found the language function in the types of conversational implicature that used by the main characters in the Me Before You movie:  IMPLICATURE FUNCTIONS DATA TOTAL      GCI EPV p.92(16), p. 35(3), p. 60(7), p.74(11), p.95(19), p.136(33), p.173(42), p.186(47), p.232(56), p.242(59) 10 DRC p.90(13), p.90(14), p.142(35), p.191(49), p.227(55) 5 RFT p. 32(2), p.62(8), p182(45), p.206(52), p.260(62), p.86(12), p.96(21), p.145(38), p.219(54), p.246(60) 10 MLC p.121(31), p.137(34) 2 CMV p.241(58), p.92(15), p.93(17) 3 PTC  - PHTC p.101(24) 1 HRC  - 
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46    Note: p.92 (16)= page 92 data 16   As seen in the table above, it shows that referential function is more frequently than the other. There are 20 data that include in referential, in generalized conversational implicature is consist of 10 data and in the particularized of conversational implicature is consist of 10 data also. Then the second highest is expressive, there are 17 data, in generalized conversational implicature it has 10 data and in the particularized conversational implicature it has 7 data. The third is directive, it consists of 11 data. In the generalized conversational implicature was found 5 data and in the particularized conversational implicature was found 6 data. Then, commissive function, it consists of 5 data, in the generalized conversational implicature was found 3 data        PCI EPV p.181(44), p. 38(4),  p.98(22), p.115(29), p.145(37), p.172(41),p.203(51) 7 DRC p.63(9), p.65(10), p. 147(39), p.253(61), p.108(27), p.145(36), 6 RFT p.40(5), p.96(20), p.175(43), p.188(48), p. 17(1), p. 46(6), p. 94(18), p.184(46), p.194(50), p.236(57) 10 MLC P103(26) 1 CMV p.102(25), p.109(28) 2 PTC  - PHTC p.100(23), p.162(40) p.116(30), p.121(32) 5 HRC   TOTAL 61 
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47  and in the particularized conversational implicature was found 2 data. Then the phatic function includes 5 data only found in particularized conversational implicature. The last is the metalinguistic function, it consists of 3 data, in generalized conversational implicature was found 2 data and in particularized conversational implicature was found only 1 data. The function of poetic and heuristic there are not found in this analysis.  Here, the researcher found 61 language function in the conversational implicature. the total of the data has the similarity with conversational implicature, since the researcher analyses each conversational implicature and the function itself. Every conversation has a function of language or has the purpose why the speaker said it. So, in brief, all of the implicatures has the different function depend on what the speaker said and the context also. In the types of conversational implicature, generalized conversational implicature or particularized conversational implicature they can use the same function above depend on the speaker said, there is no special function of both of them. The researcher analyzed the language function that influenced in the conversational implicature proposed by Holmes that are presented in the discussion below: 4.1.2.1 The referential Function  The speaker employs the conversational implicature by applying the referential function because they want to share their knowledge or news toward the hearer.It means that this function is purpose to the speakers who want to share their information or their report about important something which useful for the hearer. The referential function is also known as informative language function. It 
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48  is about the communication of information and it is important and logic information for the hearer or the reader. People may express observation by report on the sensory information they are taking or have take in. Here, the researcher took the one data is include in referential function: Datum 1 was taken from P.206(52): Will : You are pretty much the only thing that makes me want to get up in the morning. Louisa : Then, let’s go somewhere, anywhere in the world. Just you and me  This utterance above is included in generalized conversational implicature by applying the referential function. When Will said  “You are pretty much the only thing that makes me want to get up in the morning” shows that he wants to share the statement that has the influenced to the hearer (Louisa). He gives the information if Louisa is the only girl who can make he get up in the early morning. 4.1.2.2 The Expressive Function By using the expressive function for communication, the speaker can express their emotion, feeling and anything that they feel. The expressive function is related to the addresser (speaker). It focused on the addresser to know a direct expression of the speaker’s attitude toward what they are speaking about. Here the data that include those function:  
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49  Datum 2 was taken fromP.172(41) Will : Do you like it Lou?  Louisa : Oh, no! Oh my God! I don’t believe it!  The utterances show that the dialogue is included in particularized conversational implicature by applying the expressive function to help the hearer get more understanding about what the speaker said. When Will asked “Do you like it Lou?” then he directly understands with the Louisa answer by seeing the face expression of Louisa, it shows that she is happy and likes it. 4.1.2.3 The Directive Function The directive function refers to the language used as an attempt to get someone to do something. The main of the directive function is the addressee (hearer). It influences the behavior of the addressee as a response, it is more focused to the hearer. Or it can be said that directive function is how the language used to control, which consists of demanding an action, the suggestion in action, requesting an action. It is related to how the purpose of the speaker’s utterance. Here, the data that include in this function: Datum 3 was taken from p.65(10) Louisa : Hi, am I needed? Will : DVD I think, ‘Des Hommes Et Des Dieux’. Louisa : Something about men? 
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50  This dialogue shows that Louisa’s utterance is included in particularized conversational implicature with the directive function. When Will said “DVD I think, ‘Des Hommes Et Des Dieux’.” This conversation means that Will request to Louisa to take the DVD for him. As can be seen in the response of Louisa she tries to seek the DVD which Will needs. 4.1.2.4 The commissive Function  Commissive function refers to the speaker intends to commit themselves to do something in the future. Commissive express what the intended by the speaker such as, promise threat, bets. It means that what the speaker said must do in the future time. Here the example data of commissive function. Datum 4 was taken from P.109(28) Louisa : Are you sure want to shave? Will : I’m serious to make your potential will be benefit for your future. I think you’ll be satisfied This dialogue includes in particularized conversational implicature with directive function. Will’s utterance show that he promises to Louisa want to make the potential that Louisa has the benefit for everyone in the future. It can be seen when Will said “I’m serious” it like the commitment that must do it by Will. 4.1.2.5 Phatic Function Phatic utterances express solidarity and empathy with others. It reveals that the condition of how the speakers show their sociability toward the hearer. It 
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51  also can be known as the function of language that commonly used in everyday interaction to show the social relationship between the speaker and the hearer by doing conversation. By using phatic the speaker can share the information ta make a close relationship. This is the data below, that include in the phatic function: Datum 5 was taken from P.116(30) Katrina : Hi, Lou how are you? Louisa : You know the condition of Will is not good. I’m confuse what should I do to make his life more spirit.  This dialogue is included in particularized conversational implicature by applying phatic function. When Louisa said “You know the condition of Will is not good. I’m confuse what should I do to make his life more spirit.” This  utterance shows that she wants to share information to show the sociability with Katrina. She makes the solidarity with her by share what she felt since she believes that Katrina cares about her condition. 4.1.2.6 Metalinguistic Function  This function plays an important role in everyday language. Therefore the speaker and the hearer need to check up whether they used the same code. This function is focussed on the code of the utterances, to clarify the speaker said or to renegotiate. So, by using the metalinguistic function the hearer should ask the clarify message of the speaker said to clear the message without any misunderstanding.  
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52  Datum 6 was taken from P.121(31) Will : Who is she? Louisa : What did you mean? Will : You look like a madwoman This conversation is included in generalized conversational implicature by applying metalinguistic function. The Will’s utterance is needed to clarify of Louisa, she does not understand when Will said “Who is she?” it shows that this utterance is included in metalinguistic function because it needs the clarify from the speaker itself to make the conversation running well without misunderstanding. It can be seen there is clarify from Will by saying “You look like a madwoman”. 4.2 Discussion This section discusses the finding of the data analysis. In this case of communication, sometimes the people have the different meaning with them and the hearer must be interpreted by understanding the context. One way to interpret the meaning of the conversation is by applying conversational implicature. An implicature is a form of speech that implies something and different from the actually spoken. It can be a purpose, desire, or expression of hidden heart which delivered by the speaker. Grice describes that there are two types of implicature, it is conversational implicature and conventional implicature. In this research, the researcher only focuses on conversational implicature used by the main characters in the Me Before You movie. According to Grice 
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53  (1975), there are two types of conversational implicature. They are generalized conversational implicature and particularized conversational implicature. In this research, the researcher found there are two types of conversational implicature that used by the main characters in the Me Before You movie. the main characters are Will and Louisa. The highest types are generalized conversational implicature that used by Louisa. It means that Louisa mostly used generalized conversational implicature when she is doing communication with others. She uses a general context to make the hearer more understand what she wants. This finding has similarities with Elma Tiyana’s research (2017) which examines the conversational implicature in “Conversational Implicature in Advertisement of Beauty Product Food & Beverage Product On Television”. There is similarities in the result of the research that generalized conversational implicature is the most frequency in the finding of discussion. From the result of this analysis above, we can see that there are six functions that used by the main characters in conversational implicature. Those functions are referential, expressive, directive, commissive, phatic, and metalinguistic. Here, the main characters used those function to show the purpose why they said it to help the hearer get understanding more easily.  Based on the explanation above, there are some important points explaining the conversational implicature. There are two types of conversational implicature that used by the main characters in the Me Before You movie. Based on the finding of the research shows that the generalized conversational 
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54  implicature is the most frequently used by Louisa as the main character in the Me Before You movie. The second is the function that used by the main characters in the conversational implicature. There are six functions, they are referential, expressive, directive, commissive, phatic, and metalinguistic. The most frequently used by the main characters is the referential function. Here, the researcher analyses the types of conversational implicature that used by the main characters in the Me Before You movie to know the interpretation meaning that used by the main characters, then the researcher analyses the function that include in the conversational implicature to know the purpose why the main characters said it and also for helping the hearer to get more understanding by seeing the function of language used it.   
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  55  CHAPTER V CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION This is the last chapter of this research which consists of two parts, they are the conclusion and suggestion. The researcher explains the result of this research and gives some recommended for the next researcher.  5.1. Conclusion After analyzing the data based on the research finding, the researcher concludes that conversational implicature is an important thing for daily communication because by applying it, the hearer can understand the interpretation meaning by the speaker and the message can be accepted by the hearer as well. In this research, the researcher tries to find out the conversational implicature are used by the main characters in the Me Before You movie. The data were taken from the utterances of the main characters. The aims of this research are to describe the kinds of conversational implicature that used by the main characters in the Me Before You movie and the function of language that show the purpose of the main characters’ utterances in the conversational implicature. Based on the data that have been analyzed, the researcher found there are two types of conversational implicature that applied by the main characters in the Me Before You movie. They are generalized conversational implicature and 
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56  particularized conversational implicature. The most frequently used by the main characters is generalized conversational implicature consist of 18 data out of 61 data After classifying the types of conversational implicature, the researcher explains the language function that used by the main character which includes in the conversational implicature in the Me Before You movie. According to Holmes (2013), there are eight language functions. They are referential, expressive, directive, commissive, phatic, metalinguistic, poetic and heuristic. In this research the researcher only finds the six function, those are referential, expressive, directive, commissive, phatic and metalinguistic, while the poetic and heuristic did not find in this research because those function more explains about the aesthetic of word but the utterances of the main characters did not include in those function. There are 61 data that found in the language function is the same data with conversational implicature but different the way analysis. The most frequently used by the main character is the referential function, there are 20 data, the second highest is expressive there are 17 data, the third is directive, it consists of 17 data. Then, the commissive and phatic function is consists of 5 data. The last is metalinguistic function consist of 3 data. The function of poetic and heuristic there was not found in the analysis. 5.2 Suggestion This research tries to reveal the phenomenon of implicature which focuses on conversational implicature and the data is taken from the main characters’ 
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57  utterances in the Me Before You movie. Because this study is still limited to the types of conversational implicature, the researcher suggests to other researchers to conduct their investigation with different objectives, such as newspaper, magazine, comic, etc. In order to expand the area of investigation. Besides, for the next researcher can use the conventional implicature or it can elaborate with conversational implicature. The various research of conversational implicature in different media, area, and aspect hopefully can increase and enlarge the knowledge about the phenomenon of implicature. 
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